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The Role of Video in
Digital Government
Online video in the Australian Public Service.
“The Australian Government has embarked upon an ambitious,
challenging, but necessary agenda, to improve the way services are
delivered to the Australian public.”

The average Australian
watches 11 hours of streaming
video each month

84%
84% of all internet traffic
will be video by 2018

- State of the Service Report 2015

As services shift online, connected audiences become increasingly valuable
and the challenge of citizen engagement through digital delivery increases.
Live and on-demand video streaming has proven to be the most effective
format for audience engagement.
Growth in online video consumption is exponential,and falling barriers to
content creation have led to a proliferation of video content. As we
increasingly rely on it in our personal lives, a public service organisations can
capitalise on this trend with interactive video solutions to achieve real
outcomes.
Video is rapidly becoming the optimum tool to support digital
transformation, provide better experiences for online users and connect
more meaningfully with audiences to deliver digital government.
Improved Digital Service Delivery:
Integration of streaming video into online communication or service portals
has been shown to dramatically enhance their usability and reduce instances
of frustrated users turning to Google, YouTube or a contact centre to
complete a task or find an answer.
- Contextually relevant video integrated into core digital channels supports
transactional online services and enhances digital service delivery.
- Interactive video now makes it possible for individuals to “choose their own
adventure” through clickable video content, chapters and searchable video
captions.
- Progressive organisations are leveraging cloud based software and
infrastructure solutions to integrate video with existing applications to
minimise IT investment and maximise user experience.

246%
Time spent on web page increases
246% when video is used

74%

Comprehension rates for
video are 74% higher than text

65%
Retention rate for information in
video is 65% versus 10% for text

Online video
in practice
Enhanced User Experience:
Video has evolved beyond a component within a social media strategy, to a
central role in effective digital communication and digital services delivery
plans. In this new paradigm, Government agencies need to rethink their
online video platform in terms of reputational risk, brand perception, security
and accessibility; ensuring they have the right tools to support a positive user
experience - which may not be social media.
- Social video platforms are largely unsuited to delivering integrated online
video through corporate websites, intranets or enterprise applications and
are limited in their ability to direct the user experience.
- Increasingly sophisticated digital marketing has made capturing and
retaining social audiences more challenging, with less than 1% of YouTube
viewers clicking through to the channel owner website.
- More engaging, interactive video formats are replacing the passive viewing
model providing a far more rewarding experience for the viewer and the
opportunity for agencies to both provide and derive value from their
audiences.
Uplift in Citizen Engagement:
Video streaming is transforming stakeholder and community engagement,
enabling Government agencies to connect more meaningfully and
cost-effectively with audiences nationally and gain insight from viewers to
inform policy, program and service delivery models.
- Live video is a highly compelling format, and combined with real time
interaction it provides an ability to significantly extend the reach and impact
of an agency's stakeholder engagement activity.
- Cost efficiencies in community consultation and engagement are being
driven by live streams with online Q&A, providing an opportunity to inform,
engage and understand audiences everywhere.
- Deeper understanding of how content is consumed is driving more
effective messaging strategy, through analytics data that provides insight
beyond the traditional ‘number of plays’ metric to determine success at an
individual engagement level.

SUMMARY:
Getting the right video technology strategies in place now will provide
organisations with a platform for success and ensure agencies looking to
realise the potential of better digital service delivery are well positioned to
benefit from interactive online video.
To improve user experience and maximise the engagement value of video
communications teams must arm themselves with the right tools and
knowledge to collaborate with digital delivery support services.

To learn more about solutions to increase the effectiveness
of online video in Government communications visit:
viostream.com

Australian Tax Office

ato tv

The ATO identified video as a
powerful way to support digital
transformation, and launched it’s
own branded video portal to
leverage the power of rich
media content across all its
internal and external digital
channels. Now the ATO is rolling
out help videos in online tax
forms, providing integrated,
contextually relevant support to
enhance completions.

ato live

ATO uses live video streaming to
deliver interactive online events
for key stakeholders. Real time
engagement is assisting ATO
reinforce their brand as a trusted
authority.
The ability to actively engage
their stakeholders in meaningful
two-way conversation has
enabled ATO to deliver strategic
messaging and gain valuable
feedback while providing a
forum through which their
audience can make their voice
heard.

